2002 chevy avalanche engine

Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. Used By Year. Filter
Results reset. Body Style 2. Drivetrain 4WD 2. Quick Specs. Engine Gas V8, 5. Drivetrain Rear
Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 6. Passenger Doors 4. Dimensions Weight Information. Gross
Axle Wt Rating - Front lbs Gross Combined Wt Rating lbs 13, Curb Weight - Rear lbs Gross Axle
Wt Rating - Rear lbs Gross Vehicle Weight Rating Cap lbs Curb Weight - Front lbs Second Head
Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room
in Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Ground Clearance, Front in
8. Wheelbase in Ground to Top of Frame in NA. Height, Overall in Cab to End of Frame in NA.
Ground Clearance, Rear in 8. Frame Width, Rear in NA. Overhang, Front in Ground to Top of
Load Floor in Cab to Axle in NA. Cargo Box Length Floor in Tailgate Width in - TBD -. Cargo Box
Width Wheelhousings in Cargo Box Width Top, Rear in Cargo Box Area Height in Cargo Box
Width Floor in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs
Engine. Engine Order Code LM7. Fuel System SFI. Engine Type Gas V8. Engine Oil Cooler NA.
Displacement 5. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Transfer Case
Model NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans Order Code NA. Second Gear
Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans
Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc Front Yes or Yes. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear
Yes or NA. Steering Type Pwr. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , On Center
Steering Ratio :1 , At Lock 3. Front Tire Capacity lbs Rear Tire Capacity lbs Front Wheel Size in
16 x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 16 x 7.
Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 16 x 7. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in
Axle Type - Rear Semi-Floating. Shock Absorber Diameter - Front mm Spring Capacity - Rear lbs
Axle Ratio :1 - Front NA. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Rear in Suspension Type - Rear Multi-Link.
Axle Capacity - Front lbs Shock Absorber Diameter - Rear mm Axle Type - Front Hypoid. Axle
Ratio :1 - Rear 3. Spring Capacity - Front lbs Axle Capacity - Rear lbs Safety Features Safety. Air
Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running
Lights Yes. Traction Control No. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps Yes.
Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Warranty
Warranty. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain Years 3. Roadside Assistance Years 3.
Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System Capacity qts Maximum Alternator Watts NA.
Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of the Chevrolet Avalanche? Gas
Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by
izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. It stands for:. P : Random Multiple Misfire Detected. P is
certainly a cause for concern, and can be a threat to the drivability the Chevy Avalanche. It will
often be accompanied by codes PP These particular codes also indicate that there is a misfire
detected, but they specify the specific cylinder. If you have P and one of these other codes, the
cylinder indicated by the cylinder specific codes would be where to start looking for your
problem. P is a general and random misfire code, which means that the code is not going to tell
you which cylinder is causing the misfire. Something is causing cylinders to misfire at random,
which is a lot less cut and dry than a cylinder specific misfire code. There are quite a few things
that can cause the P trouble code to trigger the Chevy Avalanche. Here are the most common
problems that will throw the code. They are presented somewhat in order from most to least
likely to be causing the code:. A lot of the time, P is going to be fixed by something obvious,
such as an EGR leak. P is cause for concern and left unfixed can get worse. Fixing the problem
causing the code to fire can save you time and money and keep your Chevy from breaking
down. It stands for: P : Random Multiple Misfire Detected P is certainly a cause for concern, and
can be a threat to the drivability the Chevy Avalanche. Chevy Avalanche P Definition P is a
general and random misfire code, which means that the code is not going to tell you which
cylinder is causing the misfire. The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. It depends on how
serious the misfire is. Diagnosing low fuel pressure can be tricky. Popular Mechanics : How to
find a vacuum leak. Ignition Problems â€” Bad plug wires if equipped , bad coil packs, and
spark plugs can cause misfires to occur. If you got a P or something similar with the P, it may
be a good idea to check and see if there is any damage or failure from your ignition
components. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but it does happen. Low
Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked head, etc.. You should
also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Replacing the spark plugs, coil packs, and plug
wires is not typically difficult or costly. Is P a Serious Concern? Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Avalanche. Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes automatic locking hubs yes Transmission 4-speed automatic
Center locking differential yes Drive type Four wheel drive hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical

center differential yes. Fuel tank capacity 31 gal. Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5.
Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door
locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes compass
yes external temperature display yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions premium cloth yes
Front head room Rear Seat Dimensions Split-folding rear seatback yes Rear head room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Front track 65 in. Length Maximum
towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Maximum
payload lbs. Wheel base in. Width Rear track 66 in. Sponsored cars related to the Avalanche.
Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes short and
long arm front suspension yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 6 yr. Roadside 3 yr.
See Avalanche Inventory. Sign Up. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must
have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Any bolt-on
accessories are not guaranteed or warrantied. You may need to swap some of the accessories
from your old engine. We only guarantee engine block and cylinder heads. All parts left on the
engine block are for convenience purposes only. Our remanufactured includes the long block,
the block casting with all the required machining, crankshaft, connecting rods, all new rod
bearings, main bearings, pistons, rings, soft plugs, camshaft and timing. The cylinder heads
which includes head casting with all the required machining, new valves, keepers, springs and
seals, all new rocker arms push rods and lifters complete the assembly. The long block also
includes a full set of gaskets and a new oil pump. Core is your old part. In the order to keep our
prices low, we need to receive your old part back. Return of your old part is FREE, we will
assume all shipping costs. Please note, the core return is customer's responsibility and needs
to be initiated by customer. There is no upfront core charge unless Waive Core Now option
choice is not available , providing you schedule your existing core to be picked up within 30
days of the original purchase date. By choosing the option to Waive Core Charge, customer is
authorizing Car Part Planet to bill their credit card for the amount of the core charge if it is not
returned during this period. If the core is not returned or paid for, warranty will be voided.
Return shipping is provided by Car Part Planet at no additional cost to the customer. To qualify
for our free shipping service, customer's delivery address must be in commercially zoned
location. Home business is not considered as commercial address. Please ship directly to your
repair shop or dealership performing repairs to utilize free shipping with us. An Under normal
circumstances order are received within Business Days Excluding weekends and Holidays.
However, due to increasing order volumes, weather conditions or circumstances beyond our
control, we will ship your order out as soon as possible. Please note all shipping times are
estimates and not guarantees. A Car Part Planet will not be responsible for any additional fees
that carrier may charge due to re-delivery or storage. All engines and transmissions are
inspected before shipping to purchaser. However, damage may occur during shipping. We
request that customers inspect all engines and transmissions at the time of delivery for any
damage. Report damaged, wrong or missing parts before signing any shipping documents.
Damage, wrong or missing parts should be reported by the purchaser at the time of delivery.
Failure to report damages before signing shipping documents, places responsibility on
purchaser receiver. Purchaser refers to any representative of the company designated to sign
for delivery. Car Part Planet CPP , used engine warranty is limited to manufacturing defects of
the following parts: block, heads, pistons, crankshafts, camshafts, rockers, and other internal
components only. CPP warranty does not cover any attached accessory parts, such as
switches, sensors, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, manifolds, wire harnesses,
valve covers, brackets, flywheel etc. Car Part Planet warrants engine parts to be free of defects
in materials and workmanship for the warranty period indicated from the date of installation,
assuming the part was and can be documented installed by a Licensed Automotive Repair
Facility. First time part replacement is FREE. Find Your Part. Used Chevrolet Avalanche Engine.
Remanufactured Chevrolet Avalanche Engine. Remanufactured Engine Our remanufactured
includes the long block, the block casting with all the required machining, crankshaft,
connecting rods, all new rod bearings, main bearings, pistons, rings, soft plugs, camshaft and
timing. Free Shipping Policy: To qualify for our free shipping service, customer's delivery
address must be in commercially zoned location. Warranty Used Engine: Car Part Planet CPP ,
used engine warranty is limited to manufacturing defects of the following parts: block, heads,
pistons, crankshafts, camshafts, rockers, and other internal components only. Remanufactured
Engine: Car Part Planet warrants engine parts to be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for the warranty period indicated from the date of installation, assuming the part
was and can be documented installed by a Licensed Automotive Repair Facility. Speak With A
Specialist Now Habla con un especialista ahora Customer Reviews. About Us Reviews
Warranty. View Cart. Core Return. Warranty Claim. All rights reserved. Avalanche All vehicles

have their common problems, so our experts went over the top problems owners experience
with the Chevy Avalanche, some of their causes, and how to fix them. The mass air flow MAF
sensor and oxygen O2 sensors measure this ratio. If air manages to get into the intake and pass
the MAF sensor without a reading, it will throw the ratio off and trigger a check engine light.
Sometimes the wires can tear or an electrical connector can corrode, but usually the impact
sensors corrode. Replace the impact sensor if it is defective. We recommend replacing the
impact sensors in pairs. Steps include disconnecting the battery, removing the 10mm bolt from
the bottom of the sensor, and sliding it out of the truck. The tailgate handle tends to rust,
keeping the tailgate handle rods from releasing and closing the tailgate. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Front impact sensor located behind the front bumper cover. Vapor canister vent valve
located next to the fuel tank. Common Chevy Avalanche Problems 1st Gen Top problems
owners experience with the Chevy Avalanche , some of their causes, and how to fix them.
Publisher Name. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Common
7th Gen Nissan Sentra Problems. Top Problems GMT Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! Celebrating years in business in June ! Feldman Chevrolet of Highland Only 93, Miles!
This Chevrolet Avalanche delivers a Gas V8 8. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay.
No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject
to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This Chevrolet
includes: 5. Do so much more with one vehicle. This Chevrolet Avalanche gives you everything
you need an automobile to be. This Chevrolet Avalanche Avalanche comes equipped with 4
wheel drive, which means no limitations as to how or where you can drive. Different terrains and
varying weather conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle performs. One of the best
things about this Chevrolet Avalanche is that it has low, low mileage. It's ready for you to truly
break it in. Previous service records are included, making this Chevrolet Avalanche extra
special. If you are looking for a pre-owned vehicle that looks brand-new, look no further than
this Onyx Black Chevrolet Avalanche. A true feat of engineering, this Chevrolet Avalanche
Avalanche has otherworldly acceleration, prodigious power and is accompanied by the
prestigious reputation of Chevrolet. Although it may not make much sense, this vehicle will
undoubtedly provide a memorable experience every time you drive it. This Chevrolet Avalanche
Avalanche is not like every other automobile. The Chevrolet was equipped with many of the
added features that make this vehicle such a unique automobile to own and drive. Stand out
from the crowd as a Chevrolet Avalanche Avalanche is a rare find and just may attract
paparazzi. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Only k miles on
this 5. The Avalanche is unique with a foldable midgate behind the rear seats that allows the
bed to extend to an 8 foot bed! This truck runs and drives great! Two owners. Clean title clean
Carfax no wrecks odor free smoke free. Mechanical inspection invited. Only Call to schedule a
test drive! This rear wheel drive Chevrolet Avalanche Base features an impressive 5. This
Chevrolet Avalanche comes Factory equipped with an impressive 5. Internet prices are available
to everyone. Powered by a 5. This Four Wheel Drive offers capabilities and provides a more
trail-oriented feel that matches its rugged good looks perfectly while showing off near 18mpg on
the highway. Besides aggressive tires and shocks, our Avalanche sports running boards, a bed
liner, a hard tonneau cover, and gorgeous wheels. Inside, this beautiful Avalanche Z71 boasts a
gorgeous interior that is comfortable for everyone and even has some luxury features you might
not have realized you wanted. Settle into the power adjustable driver's seat and take a look at
the road from your view up on top and enjoy every ride. Dual-zone automatic climate control, a
leather steering wheel with audio controls, and Bluetooth connectivity are just a few features to
keep you in the modern age. Chevrolet keeps its passengers in mind at every step of the
building process. ABS, daytime running lights, fog lights, and an abundance of airbags keep
you and your loved ones secure! One trip around the block and we think you'll fall in love with
everything this Avalanche has to offer! Print this page and call us Now New Price! Now offering
Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all the
paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Don't miss out on massive savings. Only ,
Miles! This Chevrolet Avalanche delivers a Gas V8 5. GM maintains exclusivity for factory
installed satellite radio for model year. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Bed
Length Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price
Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Not provided. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18

out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is the first vehicle I have ever owned that it would
truly hurt to give up. I bought it new miles ago and its been great, Outside of normal maintaince,
I had the rear locking differential replaced at miles. The versatility of the midgate makes it so I
can haul 4 x 8 drywall with 12' long 2 by 4's on top of them, sticking between the front seats, all
out of the weather. Its great for hauling the grocerys, moving a kid to college or taking 5 full
sized adults on a trip. Towing is ok, ride and comfort is better than any car or minivan that I ever
owned. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. I have to admit, that I was never a fan of Chevy's
Avalanche, no matter what model year and I always thought they looked bizarre. When I noticed
that the Avalanche actually had a towing capacity, I started doing a little more in depth research
and found out that some of them are very capable! Here's what I found Overview of the Data For
the Chevy Avalanche:. Engine Choices: Over the years, the Chevy Avalanche did not really have
many engine options available and to be honest, after looking through the data, it did not seem
to affect towing capacity all that much. Things like axle ratio and additional towing equipment
that was installed on the vehicles had more of an impact than what engine was equipped.
Variations: There were a few different variations of the Avalanche's that affected towing
capacity. Things like axle ratios and 2WD vs 4WD models made for smaller differences while
things like optional towing accessories and vs series made large impacts in the tow specs.
Towing Capacity: The Avalanche's towing capacity over the years did range quite a bit from 4,
pounds on the low side and going up to 12, pounds on the higher end. Models made from had
some of the lower tow ratings that we saw ranging from 4,, pounds. Models made from ''06 that
were the series, had some of the highest ratings we saw, ranging from 9,, pounds. Be sure to
read the owner's manual for your specific model year Avalanche to get a full understanding of
what Chevy recommends and what you can and shouldn't do. Chevrolet did recommend that
when towing with the Avalanche, if the trailer weighed over 2, pounds, then trailer brakes are
required, as you can see in the image below that I pulled from the owner's manual. The Chevy
Avalanche's had quite the span when it came to overall towing capacities, ranging from 4,
pounds on the low end and going up to 8, pounds on the higher end. The models had slightly
different metrics for the 4WD models, lbs. The Avalanche's that were 2WD had a pound
advantage over 4WD models when comparing the metrics in the charts and if you had the K5L
HD cooling package installed, then you had the highest towing capacity available, no matter if
you had a 2WD or 4WD model. The towing chart for the Chevy Avalanche's was a bit more
complex than later model years and the capacity was also a bit different too. In order to
decipher what your '09 Avalanche's towing capacities are, you will need to use the RPO codes.
The Chevy Avalanches had a higher overall towing capacity than later model years, ranging
from 7,, pounds, depending on a couple of factors. There were two different engines used for
the '08 Avalanches: a 5. The '08 Avalanches came in 2WD and 4WD models, like other model
years and the 2WD models had about a pound advantage when it came to tow capacity when
you compare similar specs. The Chevy Avalanche's had a towing capacity range of 7,, pounds
overall for all sub-model types. The same differences were seen for the '07 models like a slightly
higher capacity for 2WD models lbs. The '07 model Avalanche's were very similar in specs
compared to the '08 models with slight differences and is why I decided to make a completely
new section for the models. I decided to put the and Avalanche's together because their specs
were so close but posted separate towing charts so you could see the differences for yourself.
In and , the Chevy Avalanche was capable of towing between 7,, pounds depending on if you
had the or model. The and Avalanche models had the "average" capacity range of 7,, pounds
like we saw with other later model years while the models boasted a much larger capacity of
between 10,, pounds, with the help of a larger engine too. In , the Chevy Avalanche had a 2WD
and 4WD model, which changed the towing chart a bit compared to the '06 and '05 models but
the metrics were still close. The towing capacity for the Avalanche's ranged from 7, pounds on
the low end and went all the way up to 12, pounds on the higher end. I did notice that the axle
ratios made quite a difference too for the Avalanches, having a difference of between , pounds
in some instances so it would be worth noting that. The Avalanches had close specs to the
models but many of the stated towing specs were different by a couple of hundred pounds,
which prompted me to make an individual evaluation instead of a combined one. The towing
capacity for the Chevy Avalanche's ranged between 7, pounds and 12, pounds. Again, the '03
Avalanche's had some similar specs when looking at the information like models equipped with
the 4. The first year that the Chevy Avalanche debuted had different towing specs than '03
models, even though a lot of the same engines, gear ratios an
2002 dodge dakota owners manual pdf
2004 dodge ram rumble bee specs
used cj jeeps for sale by owner

d GCWR were the same. The towing capacity overall was slightly different though, ranging from
7, pounds for the models and going up to 12, pounds for the models. Yet again, the same
similarities existed for the '02 models that I noticed throughout the life of the Avalanche where
the axle ratios and 2WD vs 4WD models had minor to major differences in the towing numbers. I
decided to pull all of my data from the owner's manuals I found online, most of them which
come directly from GM's website. There are a couple of owner's manuals that I could not find
directly through GM's site and instead I pulled them from a third party source that had the
manual. Overall, the towing capacity for the Chevy Avalanche's ranged from 5,, pounds. Tongue
Weight Chart. Resources For Chevy Avalanche: I decided to pull all of my data from the owner's
manuals I found online, most of them which come directly from GM's website. Related Posts
Chevrolet. Ford F Towing Capacities. Chevy Silverado Towing Capacities.

